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Simply print out the order form, check the relevant component boxes to configure 
the product, sign the form and send it to us at: 

Fax: +49 7248.9186 - 86

lf you open the document in Acrobat, a menu bar 
highlighted in colour appears at the top edge.  
lf the option „Highlight Existing Fields“ is acti-
vated, all writeable and selectable fields will be 
displayed. 

Completing the form on paper 

Completing the form on a computer or tablet 

Save the order form locally on your computer under a free selectable name and
send it to our customer service via email / fax :

info@dietz-group.com

fax: +49 7248.9186 - 86

Printing errors, mistakes and changes to prices and products reserved. © DIETZ Gmbh REHA-PRODUKTE, Karlsbad
This catalogue may be reprinted, in part or in full, only subject to the prior written consent of DIETZ GmbH, Karlsbad.

You can find our general terms and conditions at: https://shop.dietz-group.de/allgemeine-geschaeftsbedingungen-agb

Circular selection fields indicate that a selection has to be made within the 
chosen selection.

Circular filled selection fields indicate that these options are included in the 
standard.

Square selection fields are not subject to any conditions and are freely 
selectable and deselectable.
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CANEO_XL
Folding wheelchair for heavy loads

TECHNICAL CANEO_XL
Versions 170 kg 200 kg

Seat width (mm) 560  /  600 

Seat depth* (mm) 400  /  440

Seat height (mm) 440  /  470

Back height (mm) 430

Armrest height 230

Overall dimensions (W × H × L) (mm) 760/ 800 × 920-950 × 1150-1200

Seat angle (degree) 3°

Back angle (degree) 3° with lumbar curve

Height of push handles (mm) 920 at seat height 440

Overall width (mm) seat width + 200 mm

Overall width folded (mm) 340

Overall length without leg rest (mm) 850

Turning radius min.-max. (mm) 866 - 893

Armrest height (mm) 230

Armrest width (mm) 60

Armrest length (mm) 330 -  380

Lower leg length (mm) 42 0 -  510  in steps of 15 mm

Rear/drive wheels (inch) 24 × ³/8 heavy duty

Front/swivel wheels (inch) 7 × 1 ¾

Tipping stability (degree) 10°

Max. load capacity (kg) 170 200

Weight (kg)* 25

Materials Steel frame, high-quality plastic covers

*exemplary weight for seat width 60 mm with leg rests, without drum brake

 nTipping stability up to 10°

 nBackrest angle 3°, seat angle 3°

 nAdjustable backrest (Velcro)

 n  Reinforced steel sideguards with  

connection to the sideframe,  

extended forwards, swiveling to the rear

 nSteering wheels shifted more forward and 

outward, double crossbrace

 nReinforced drive wheel connection

 nLower leg length adjustable in 15 mm 

steps from 420 up to 510 mm

 nLegrests swiveling sideways / removable

 n  Aluminium foot board

 nPark brake/ drum brake (depending on 

version)

 nDrive wheel PU 24“ heavy duty , incl. quick 

release axle, swivel wheel PU 7“

 nReinforced, high-quality plastic covers

 nThe CANEO_XL is tested according to ISO 

standard 7176-19 with a power nod 

system (ISO 75078-2). 

Product details 
Basic configuration
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Order form CANEO_XL

Details of your order:

Healthcare supply store

Customer no.

    Order     Offer based on selling price     Offer based on purchase price

Name of patient/commission

Delivery address

Comments

Company stamp

Date, signature
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DATA

Age of customer

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

1 Seat width (cm)

2 Seat depth (cm)
Length of upper leg less two finger breadths 

3
Height of upholstered backrest (cm)
From seat surface to below the shoulder 
blades

4 Lower leg length (cm)
For the correct height of the foot plate

5
Seat height, front (cm)
Length of lower leg + sufficient clearance 
between foot plate and ground (at least 4 cm)

6
Seat height, back (cm)
Depends on front seat height, seat angle 
and seat depth

3

6 5

3

2

4

3

2
4

1

3

Together with the height and weight of the user, these are the key dimensions allowing us to 
align the wheelchair perfectly to the needs of the user.

Key dimensions and specifications

Order form CANEO_XL
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* Prices excl. VAT

Order form CANEO_XL
Designation

SELECT THE RIGHT SEAT WIDTH

170 kg 200 kg 170 kg 200 kg

Seat width (cm) 56 56 60 60 

With locking brake

Item no. 151161 151056 151162 151060

price* 2.125,00 2.525,00 2.225,00 2.625,00

With drum + locking brake

Item no. 151163 151156 151164 151160

price* 2.325,00 2.725,00 2.425,00 2.725,00

No tools are needed to reconstruct the seat depth from 40 cm to 44 cm - indipendent of seat with.

Selection Item no. Description EUROS*

SELECT THE SEAT HEIGHT

Standard Seat height 47 cm assembled 0,00

999944 Seat height 44 cm assembled 25,00

The modification can be done by your specialist retailer without additional material.

SELECT LEGREST

Standard Standard legrest¹ / left, foot plates height-adjustable assembled 0,00

Standard Standard legrest¹ / right, foot plates height-adjustable assembled 0,00

198004 Amputee legrest, left assembled 121,00

198000 Amputee legrest, right assembled 121,00

198010 Elevating legrest / left, angle adjustable (SW 56 – 60 cm) assembled 179,00

198016 Elevating legrest / right, angle adjustable (SW 56 – 60 cm) assembled 179,00

¹ The standard legrest is delivered with aluminium footboard.

Standard legrest Elevating legrestAmputee legrest
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* Prices excl. VAT

Order form CANEO_XL
Selection Item no. Description EUROS*

OPTIONS OF POSITIONING

Standard Adjustable back (Velcro) assembled 0,00

Designation Seat width

ANTI-DECUBITUS
Seat width (cm) 56 60 

Selection Item no. Price Selection Item no. Price

Vicair XXtra O2* cushion, black
Seat depth 45 cm height 10 cm

420220 950,00 420221 950,00

*Vicair XXtra O2 Anti-Decubitus cushion is breathable. The padding consists of Smart Cells which minimzes slide- and shear forces. 
The measurements are tested on the CANEO_XL - variatons towards the measurements of the wheelchair of +/-1 cm are negligible. 

WHEELCHAIR SET

404076
Wheelchair set consisting of:
Walking stick holder for 1-2 sticks, anti-tip wheels right and left,
lap belt with 2-point seat belt lock „Press“

133,60

Walking stick holder 2 sticks Lap belt Anti-tip wheels
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* Prices excl. VAT

Order form CANEO_XL
Selection Item no. Description Comment EUROS*

BASIC MODEL OPTIONS ACCORDING TO SEAT WIDTH

196252 Headrest incl. bracket (SW 56 cm)
not suitable for 

car use
375,00

195045 Activity tray (SW 56 cm) 251,00

195047 Activity tray (SW 60 cm) 284,00

190054 Activity tray half size, foldable down, left / right 196,00

VARIOUS OPTIONS FOR ALL SEAT WIDTH 

195017
Power node system with long lap belt & headreast,

only possible with Standard seat height 47 cm
Crash test appro-
ved ISO 7176-19

1.262,00

196236 Anti-tip - wheel, left assembled 43,00

196237 Anti-tip - wheel, right assembled 43,00

190033 Park brake one-hand drive, left assembled 258,00

190034 Park brake one-hand drive, right assembled 258,00

700106 Wheel, set air, swivel wheel 7 × 1 ¾˝ assembled 37,00

700103 Wheel, set air, drive wheel 24 × 1³/8˝ CST assembled 37,00 

198065 Brake lever extension, park brake, left assembled 24,00

198064 Brake lever extension, park brake, right assembled 24,00

198069 Spoke guard with fittings, transparent for drive wheel 24˝ assembled 88,00

196255 Walking stick holder with bracket for 25 mm cane 18,60

402114 Lap belt (press with metal buckle) 1800 mm adjustable in length
not suitable for 

car use
29,00

190053 Infusion holder, stainless steel with two arm holder of plastic, ca. 100 cm 152,00

196256 Push rim cover silicon, 24“ wheel, black/grooved 64,00

196257 Push rim cover silicon, 24“ wheel, black/smooth 64,00

196259 Folding lock black 59,00



DIETZ GmbH

Reutäckerstraße 12 

76307 Karlsbad 

info@dietz-group.de 

www.dietz-group.de

Manual wheelchairs

DIETZ Power Electric wheelchairs

Rollators

Walking aids

Scooters

Bath & WC

XXL-Products
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